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Hub

Triple Option Picker Hub
for Linco* Gear Driven Picker
Unlike thermoset plastics, cast iron, or even cast aluminum, the aluminum billet
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One year warranty from time of installation.**

housing body is machined to precise tolerances and provides the maximum
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Sealed with patented bearing isolators.
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No maintenance required; no grease.
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Inside of cabinet stays cleaner.

nn

Housing manufactured from billet alum,
which is less porous then cast alum.

nn

Designed to dissipate heat.

nn

Operates cooler than competition by 10-15˚.

heat transfer characteristics required in the higher heat environment of the picker
operation. The stainless steel bearings with proven water-resistant lube are
designed with a triple seal combination for the housing and bearing plate, and
a patented bearing isolator. This assures that minimal moisture, liquid or vapor,
and no fine feathers, fat or fecal matter gets past the first seal and face plate or
approaches the bearing housing. The second seal and the bearing isolator at the
shaft entrance to the housing assures NO moisture or coarse contaminates get
into the housing. Finally, the rear or sheave side seal and bearing isolator assure
maximum protection on the drive side of the housing.

*Is a trademark of the respective manufacturer(s) and is not
affiliated with M&M Poultry Equipment. Nor are their products
intended to be represented by M&M Poultry.
**Warranted against factory defects. Does not include misuse or
improper installation.

The face plate is designed to provide a “pilot-boss” and, in some models, a seal
“pocket” to assist in mounting the head to the picker cabinet and provide added
protection for a nested seal. The flat belt pulleys have been modified to have four
to six equally spaced ¾” Dia. holes in the web of the pulley, which maximizes air
flow around the housing and offers a “fan effect” to the housing area. The same
“fan-effect” design is also included in the “V” belt and timing belt configurations.
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